
 
 

Easy Faux Cloisonne, Part Two-Wings 
By Angela Thompson 

 
 
This PDF is a free supplement to the Video tutorial of the same 
name, created on behalf of tinypandora.com. 
 
You may find the video at our Tiny Pandora Design Team YouTube 
channel,  
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrADHMVKkylfKoyLdGDqtPA  
 
About: 
 
Cloisonne (pronounced ˌkloiznˈā )  is an art form dating back to the 
5th century that uses thin strips of metal, soldered on edge to a 
metal base, to form intricate art images which are then filled with 
enamels, gems,  crushed glass or sand.   Cloisonne has been used 
to decorate many different forms of items including jewelry, 
weapons, clothing, crowns, urns, vases, bowls and numerous 
others. 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrADHMVKkylfKoyLdGDqtPA


This tutorial is part Two of a two-part series.   You can find Part 
One - Flowers, on the YouTube channel linked above.    Within that 
video (the PDF is also available at tinypandora.com) you will find 
the list of materials and instructions on making the flowers that 
are used in some of these examples.   
 
We will build upon the instruction provided in video/PDF one and 
it is recommended that you review that material as well. 
 
The Bee: 
 

 
 
To make the bee: 
*For the largest circle, wrap wire all the way around your tool like 
you would to make a jump ring.  Cut flush. 
*The middle section is a partial circle, a backward C. 
*The head section is another partial circle, a backward C. 
*The wings are made like the flower petals, simply center over tool 
and bring the edges together. 
*Antenna is formed by bending the wire in half. 
*Legs are formed by bending the wire in half and adding a slight 
bend for the knee area. 
 
 
 



The Sideways Butterfly: 
 

 
 
*The body is made from a single piece of wire.   Fold in half, the 
fold is the tail, and then shape the ends into a rounded head.  Use 
a round tool to add roundness to the head area. 
*The wings are formed by holding the wire in the center with a 
jewelry tool, pull both sides up slightly, slide the tool to grip the 
area that is pulled up, then pull the wire  back down.   Round the 
side with a round tool and bring the ends together.    Think of 
making an M or heart shape with the wire. 
*The antenna is made by curling the end, and bending the wire 
back a bit for a curve. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Butterfly: 

:  
 
*The body and the antenna are a single piece.   Fold in half, curl 
the ends. 
*The wings are made by folding the wire at the 60/40 point or the 
⅓ point, whichever is easier for you.  Then bend the wire back on 
itself and use a tool to round each part/half.   At this point the wire 
Should look like a backwards 3. , with the top section being larger. 
Once you have the roundness, bring the ends to the center, where 
they would meet against the body of the butterfly. 
 
The Dragonfly: 
 

 



*The dragonfly body and antenna are made with a single piece, 
folded in half.  The folded end is the tail, with the ends being 
curved into antenna.   To make the body, use a needle tool or 
another slim tool and place the wire around the tool, pinch on 
either side, move it up a section, and repeat.   The head is part of 
the body and it’s just another squeeze around the tool to form. 
Then bend the ends slightly out and add a curl to the end. 
*The wings are a very long petal.   Center the wire over the tool, 
curve around and bring the ends to meet.   You can make the 
wings as wide or narrow as you like.    Use additional sections of 
wire to form waves/sections/separations within  the wing.  
 
 
Finishing and coloring: 
 
*You can color any section with pastels, liquid clay or mica’s before 
baking. 
 
*After baking, you can fill areas in with uv resin and glitter or liquid 
clay and rebake. 
 
*A top coat of your favorite UV resin or two part resin will level the 
piece out and pop your colors. 
 
 
Please watch the video for further guidance and expanded 
instructions. 
 
 
 
 


